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States have difficulty considering irregular migrants as full rights holders and wrongly pretend to limit their legal obligations to their 
nationals, not extending them to third-country nationals who happen to be in their territory. To further compound this, national immigration 
authorities do not always understand why undocumented migrant children should be treated differently from undocumented migrant 
adults. There is a gap in the common acceptance of undocumented children as children first and foremost.

Yet, the focus of state action should always be to ensure that, whatever her status, the best interests of the child are protected.

Children in an irregular migration situation face numerous obstacles purely because of their administrative status. They are especially 
vulnerable and their protection requires proactive institutional support. This protection is often lacking, as we have seen in the past year 
with regard to children migrating across the Mediterranean Sea, Andaman Sea and Central America.

The use of criminalising and negative inappropriate terminology, such as “illegal” migrants, contributes to the criminalisation of irregular 
migration, and to the further alienation, marginalisation, xenophobia and violence that migrant children face. This can also lead to further 
restrictions of human rights, including denial of access to social rights such as housing, healthcare, education or access to justice.

I have continually called for all states to fully implement the provisions of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in relation to 
migrant children. It is absolutely imperative that a child-rights-based approach should be mainstreamed in relation to migration policies. In 
particular, everyone should rally around the Committee on the Rights of the Child’s position that administrative detention can never ever 
be in the best interests of any child. Alternatives to detention must always be made available for unaccompanied children, as well as for 
families with children. In addition, all unaccompanied migrant children should have access to guardianship arrangements and all migrant 
children should have access to quality legal representation in all proceedings relating to their migration status.

With organisations like Terre des Hommes, we must continue to conduct awareness-raising campaigns to ensure that empathy is widely felt 
throughout the general population. It is important to show that migrant children – whether accompanied or unaccompanied, documented 
or undocumented – are children first and foremost, and should be treated as such. If they are vulnerable to physical and sexual violence 
and exploitation, they should be able to access the protective services that the State makes available to all children in danger. Migrant 
children have often endured hardship and live with real fears: attending to their needs as we would do with any child should be the 
automatic response.

Migrant children are not any different from our own children. As such, we must all strive to ensure that, whatever their status, their human 
rights are guaranteed.

François Crépeau
Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants

Foreword
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Raffaele K. Salinari
Chairperson

World leaders have set out a roadmap for human progress over the next 15 years as outlined in the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). These new global targets will drive investment and action in virtually every country, touching millions of lives. That is why it is vital 
that children everywhere are at the heart of the implementation of the new global agenda, the Post-2015 SDG Agenda.

The challenge for civil society organizations is to adapt and increase its role in helping humanity conduct the required economic, political, 
social and cultural transition in a fast changing environment. The challenge for Terre des Hommes is to adapt and play a relevant role on 
human rights, in particular children’s rights.

Growing inequality is one of the biggest social, economic and political challenges of our time. Children are the group that suffers 
most from inequity. The “equity question”, core of Terre des Hommes interventions, has become pivotal to the post 2015 Agenda. The 
implementation of the choices made will determine whether it delivers increased well-being - and even survival - for the world‘s most 
vulnerable children. Climate change and environmental degradation are equity issues that undermine the rights of every child today and 
of the future generations, especially the most disadvantaged. They are another of the major disruptive factors and Terre des Hommes is 
addressing the issue of environmental rights and child rights.

Population trends at the national and global levels – continued rapid population growth, population ageing, urbanization and migration 
including forced displacement – constitute important developmental challenges and opportunities. Terre des Hommes’s Federation 
campaign, “Destination Unknown”, is on children on the move and the rights of children in the context of migration. A human rights issue 
and a development issue for all countries that influence the concerns and objectives that are at the top of the international and national 
development agendas.

The digital revolution is another major disruptive factor. The interventions and models of action of Terre des Hommes will be increasingly 
under pressure with the development of internet platforms, direct donor contact with communities, the rise of social networks as 
powerful platforms for campaigning, and the rapid circulation of information. We need to convert this dynamic from a threat to being an 
opportunity for positive change.

Despite the complexity of the external context, if Terre des Hommes is to be a reliable partner in the alliances we choose and is to 
consolidate its impact beyond the actions of single organizations: we need to do better in working together within our vibrant Federation 
and with other organisations. The ambitions of the next strategic plan 2016-2020 will consolidate the way to remain fit for purpose.

Are We Fit for Purpose?
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Secretary General



How it happens

The “Destination Unknown Campaign” protects children 
on the move all along their migration route and offers them 
opportunities for the future. It is rooted in 108 field projects, 
conducted in 48 countries and provides assistance to 401’982 
children. It is run by all the Terre des Hommes organizations 
together with 99 NGO partners. The campaign budget amounts 
to EUR 11’520’000. The “Destination Unknown Campaign” is 
supported by the Oak Foundation. 

The Campaign: 

• Raises awareness  by giving the floor to children who have left 
home to make their stories known.

• Operates field programmes that develop solutions to protect 
children on the move and offer them opportunities for their future.

• Advocates for policies, practices and legislations taking into 
account the best interests of the child.

Highlights – 
Campaigning for Children’s Rights 

My desTinATion is unknoWn

4 1. The information contained in this report is as accurate as possible in June 2015. Statistics are based on the latest available figures from Terre des Hommes programmes 
or recognized international sources. The designation of countries is based on UN terminology. All children’s names have been changed.
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The “Destination Unknown Campaign” has achieved positive 
results and will continue to act for the implementation of its 
10 Demands. It helps children and their families get access 
to education, health and livelihood opportunities in places of 
origin. This is a way to offer alternatives to migration and enable 
people to stay in their communities of origin.

The “Destination Unknown Campaign” has supported children on 
the move by identifying migration routes and analysing the risks 
and opportunities they entail. In West Africa, for example, Terre 
des Hommes commissioned a study to identify various practices 
existing on a local level and their impact on the protection of 
children on the move. Over 12’000 children on the move in West 
Africa have benefitted from assistance and protection.

At places of destination, “Destination Unknown Campaign” 
member organisations provide protection, care and psychosocial 
support to children on the move. Child friendly spaces, youth 
and children’s clubs are used as places to seek protection but 
also further development and empowerment for children. The 
Destination Unknown Campaign members are also present near 
various border points to offer first hand assistance to children.

The “Destination Unknown Campaign” works in partnership 
with governmental and non- governmental stakeholders. It 
has been particularly active in promoting procedures ensuring 
risk assessments to protect children and insists on the urgent 
need to fully implement the rights of the children concerned by 
having them express their views on the immigration and asylum 
proceedings.

The “Destination Unknown Campaign” works at regional and 
international levels to impact global bodies that are making 
decisions that affect children on the move, such as the UN High-
Level Dialogue on International Migration and Development, the 
Human Rights Council, and the Global Forum on Migration and 
Development (GFMD). It supports children to make their views 
and opinions heard by these bodies and develop their own 
advocacy actions. For example, in Germany, children and youth 
ran the “Who is Mila” Campaign to raise awareness of the reality 
of asylum seekers arriving in the country. The "Destination 
Unknown Campaign" also conducts research to build evidence 
for public debate and policy making.

Our Achievements

1. Protection

2. Alternatives to mobility including non-
discriminatory access to services such as education, 
health, justice, livelihood development

3. Respect of the community protection practices in 
line with the rights of the child

4. Protection and services throughout the journey 
of the children on the move and upon reaching a 
destination

5. Reconciliation of local protection customs, laws, 
transnational cooperation and international policies

6. States must put an end to practices based on 
migration status, namely detention, deportation and 
automatic return to community of origin

7. Instead States should make a case-by-case 
decision including a risk assessment prior to any 
decision of repatriation and family reunification

8. Obligation to listen to the child concerned and 
take his/her views into account for all decisions

9. Implementing programmes for children on the move

10. Public debate should be based on facts and 
histories of the children concerned

10 Demands for One Campaign:

Terre des Hommes has created or participated in 25 international 
and regional events to deliver the message of the Campaign. 
These include several conferences, workshops and side events 
at the UN Human Rights Council, the International Organization 
for Migration, the GFMD, and the European Union.

Public Events
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Every five years civil society organisations engaged in EU 
policy have to somewhat “reset” their way of interacting with 
the “EU sphere”. That was the case in 2014 for all European 
CSOs, including Terre des Hommes.

With the EU elections in May 2014, a new European Parliament, 
consequently a new European Commission, started a new 
five-year legislature. The new EU institutional setting will 
have an immediate impact on children’s life, in Europe and 
worldwide. Terre des Hommes tried to anticipate and analyse 
why and how this would happen in an article published on 1 
November 2014 entitled “Juncker, children and Mare Nostrum”. 
This article anticipated the irresponsibility of EU leaders 
in stopping the Mare Nostrum operation to save migrants 
lives in the Mediterranean Sea. (www.terredeshommes.org/
juncker-commission-children-mare-nostrum)

Terre des Hommes has been advocating for a serious 
child protection policy in Europe and worldwide through 
Development Cooperation to respond adequately to 
children’s need for protection from violence, abuse, and 

neglect. Migrant children, children exploited through labour 
and children exploited sexually on webcams are some of 
the vulnerable children Terre des Hommes focuses on. EU 
institutions were renewed in 2014. Terre des Hommes will 
continue establishing relevant relations with the EU and 
pursue its demands for adequate EU policy on child rights 
and child protection within the EU Development Cooperation, 
humanitarian aid, and human rights sectors.

Many young Brazilians who grow up in the countryside do not 
see any future prospects in agriculture. This is not the case for 
the young people in the state of Pernambuco who have been 
developing alternatives to migration with Terre des Hommes 
(Switzerland) and its partner organisation Centro Sabiá. Their 
training in agroforestry is just as important as the support they 
receive in establishing their own organisations. For example, 
they have set up youth groups in their villages to organise 
communal activities and develop income generating schemes.

The improvement of living conditions is an essential motivating 
factor for these young people. Equally important, however, is 
that they gain an understanding of environment and climate 
protection. By participating in activities organised by Centro 
Sabiá, they can also have an impact on politics and society.

2014, A New "EU Sphere"

Brazil: Developing Alternatives to Migration

Ending Child Immigration detention 

Millions of children are affected by immigration detention. Regardless of the conditions in which children are held, detention 
has a profound and negative impact on them. While the detention of children has been increasing on a global level, there 
has also been a recent move by some states to avoid detaining children, consistent with international obligations.

Members of the “Destination Unknown Campaign” play a very active role in the “End Child Migration Detention Coalition”. 
The Coalition explores alternatives to the detention of children due to their migration status and urges states to adopt 
such alternatives instead of using detention. For example, in Malta, children are no longer detained because of their 
migration status since February 2015. 
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El Salvador has a very high crime rate, and migration, particularly 
to the USA, is the only way many young Salvadorans find hope 
for their future. In an effort to offer alternatives to violence and 
forced migration, Terre des Hommes (Switzerland) supports the 
organisation CORDES in helping young people in the region of 
Chalatenango to develop income generating initiatives such 
as beekeeping, tailoring, pig farming or fruit growing. With the 
help of CORDES, young people can assess the technical and 

economic feasibility of their project. So far, almost all the income 
generating initiatives have been able to reimburse the start-up 
aid they received. The project was so successful that in 2014 it 
expanded from two to a total of seven districts spread over 17 
villages. The key to its success is that it supports young people 
not only in learning technical skills and educating themselves, 
but also in developing their own personality.

El Salvador: Providing Income Generating Opportunities

During 2014, 72.4% of unaccompanied minors arriving in 
Italy came through Sicily. The FARO project, started in 2011 
and located in Sicily, provides psychosocial support to 
unaccompanied migrant children with the aim of reducing 
the impact of the traumas they experienced during the trip 
and helping them to cope with the post traumatic disorders 
affecting them. Together with a specific mental health service, 
the project supports children in building their own life project 
through ad hoc psychosocial activities. It is run by Terre des 

Hommes (Italy) with the active support of almost all the other 
Terre des Hommes organisations. The project has demonstrated 
its flexibility and adaptability to a moving context. Most of the 
beneficiaries are minors who have made a long and dangerous 
trip through the desert where they experienced detention, 
violence, or torture. The project helped them acquire greater 
self-confidence, emotional stability, and sociability. The project 
also had an impact on the organisation of social services and it 
includes advocacy work.

Italy: Psychosocial Support for Unaccompanied Migrant Children
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In Ethiopia, Terre des Hommes (Netherlands) is implementing 
an innovative approach through the “Children on the move” 
program in close collaboration with the Multi-Stakeholder 
Community-based Child Protection System (MSCCPS). This 
group involves the relevant local authorities, community 
groups for education, community mediators, school clubs, the 
commission against human trafficking, the police, the IDDRS 
Coalition (a traditional self-help association), Public Health 
Committees and Parent-Teacher Associations (PTAs).

With the support, guidance, and mentoring of Terre des 
Hommes, MSCCPS has learned to identify trafficked and/or 
sexually abused children in order to save them and reunite 
them with their family. As a result, this MSCCPS approach has 
been adopted as best practice since 2014, and various districts 
outside the project area supported by Terre des Hommes are 
adopting this model approach. The experience of the MSCCPS 
contributes to the reduction of child trafficking and thus the 
reduction of child exploitation in these districts.

Ethiopia: Combating Trafficking and Sexual Abuse

Many children have to wake up early in the morning to go to 
work and contribute to the family income. They find jobs in 
rubber plantations, construction sites, agriculture or fishing, and 
like their parents, don’t know the fundamental rights that could 
protect them from violence, exploitation and abuse. Launched 
in 2013 as a part of the “Destination Unknown Campaign”, the 
program initiated by Terre des Hommes (France) and FED, in 
Southern Thailand, has been extended to the Mae Sot region 
near the Burmese border. During that year, 35 teenagers aged 
between 13 and 18 were given training on human rights and 
particularly on children's rights. Thanks to these workshops, they 
gained a better understanding of their status as youth and passed 

on their knowledge of human rights to 337 other children aged 
between 10 and 18 by organising twelve additional workshops. 
Under the guidance of the child protection supervisor, trained 
teenagers raised younger children's awareness regarding four 
main topics: the right to a decent living standard (food, water 
and housing), the right to development (education), the right to 
protection, and the right to participation. 

Over 700 Burmese migrant children and adolescents living in 
the Mae Sot and Phan Na regions have benefitted from this 
program which is supported by the Body Shop Foundation.

Thailand: Learning about Human Rights
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Farah, the Voice of a Child Refugee in EU Politics 

Today, Farah is 19 years old. He was not yet 18 when he chose to leave his family and “move” to Europe where he 
could live “free from chains”, as he put it. His story is the one of thousands of youth: departure, fear, courage, 
trusting other migrants and smugglers, the desert, violence, torture, jail, resilience, survival strategies, being 
aware of perpetually risking his own life. Finally, Libya and the courage to board a boat praying to reach the other 
shore alive. Farah’s boat landed on the Maltese coast three years ago.  

Farah told his story to members of the European Parliament, EU officials, NGOs, professionals, and assistants 
while sitting next to European Commissioner for Home Affairs Cecilia Malmström. That was our first EU Public 
Event under the Destination Unknown Campaign to protect children on the move. An event hosted by Member of 
the European Parliament Nathalie Griesbeck in February 2014. 

Six months later, the cabinet of European Commissioner Malmström invited Farah to take the floor at the 
“Lampedusa, one year later” conference organized by Cecilia Malmström. This conference, which took place 
behind closed doors, was mainly aimed at addressing European Government representatives and European 
Commission services. Farah could address them based on his experience as an unaccompanied child refugee. 

We thank both MEP Nathalie Griesbeck and former Commissioner Cecilia Malmström for giving the floor to 
thousands of children and youth “on the move” through the voice of Farah. That was in 2014, a few months before 
the new migrants’ tragedies in April 2015 provoked the “blast” we all feared.



CHildRen Win: PRoTeCTing CHildRen 
in MegA sPoRTing evenTs
The FIFA World CupsTM Olympic Games, and other mega 
sporting events (MSEs) are some of the world’s great unifying 
moments, bringing together people and cultures in an 
international celebration of peaceful competition. Children 
and adults alike look forward to these events and the many 
benefits they offer. However, these benefits are not universal. 
Past experience provides clear evidence that preparing for 
and hosting MSEs can also have negative effects on society, 
especially the local community of the host country.

In February 2014, Terre des Hommes launched the “Children 
Win” campaign to make MSEs safe and fair for all children. 
Children Win is supported by the Oak Foundation and seeks to 
maximise the positive effects of MSEs on children and mitigate, 
if not stop, the negative ones. Moreover, the campaign aims to 
increase awareness and change the bidding processes of MSEs 
in the long-term. “Children Win” gives a voice to children who 
were or are affected by MSEs. The campaign looks at direct 
and indirect effects of MSEs on children, their families and 
communities. Since human rights or children’s rights violations 
do not only happen during MSEs, “Children Win” also focuses 
on the effects after or before MSEs. 

The Brunel University report “Child Exploitation and the FIFA 
World Cup” (2013) identifies major negative effects on children 
in and around MSEs. 

These children’s rights violations include, but are not limited to:

• Forced eviction and displacement of children and their families 
• Child labour 
• Police violence 
• Sexual exploitation, harassment and trafficking
• Insufficient allocation of funds

The first phase of the campaign consisted in reaching out 
to local children to hear their voices and build a narrative. 
It also included the identification of key stakeholders, an 
increase in awareness, and the creation of a communication 
platform: www.childrenwin.org. Due to the complexity of 
this multi-sectorial issue, no single organisation can tackle 
the problems alone which is why the second phase of the 
campaign (2015-2017) focuses on the creation of strategic 
alliances to sustainably influence the key actors of this ‘sport 
business arena’.
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When Brazil celebrated the Soccer World Cup, Terre des Hommes 
(Germany) used the opportunity to advocate for the child’s right 
to play. In poor areas and slums of Sao Paulo, 12 local NGOs 
addressed the issue of children having no place or opportunity 
to play because of street violence. Approximately 6’000 young 
women and men were trained to conduct activities in slum areas. 

During the World Cup, they initiated sporting activities and games 
such as street football; these will be continued with 100’000 girls 
and boys. Thus, children get the chance to play and experience 
peaceful ways of cooperating. This project is run with a budget of 
EUR 1.5 million donated by the VW Works Council.

Brazil: A Chance to Play

The activities carried out by Children Win in 2014 covered four 
areas: learning, awareness, advocacy, and alliances. Key activities 
included the review of existing research and the development 
of communication material: a documentary filmmaker and an 
investigative journalist were commissioned to capture views and 
opinions of children linked to MSEs in South Africa and Brazil. 
Short films and articles were produced and promoted. The 
communication products aim to convey a differentiated view of 
‘world through the child's eye’ linked to MSEs. 

In terms of advocacy, key messages were presented and 
disseminated at international conferences. One major event was 
the Soccerex Global Convention in Manchester (September 2014) 
where Children Win engaged with the world of ‘football business’ 
through the sticker album ‘Be A Hero’.

The soft advocacy approach of “Children Win” enables an 
inspirational and positive attitude which highlights both 
solutions and challenges. However, it clearly addresses the 
actors involved and holds them responsible using factual 
arguments. We believe that carrying out societal pressure on 
decision makers will influence them and bring about change. 
More efforts and work are needed to make MSEs safe and fair 
for all children. “Children Win” is determined to change the 
game of Mega Sporting Events.
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“I don’t know where the next 
World Cup will be but I hope 
they don’t evict people from 
their home.”
(Felipe, Brazil, 14 years)

"People say that the army will 
leave after the World Cup. 
I hope they leave, because 
they do very bad things to the 
people who live here.” 
(Gabriel, Brazil, 7 years) 
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About Terre des Hommes

WHo ARe We?
Our Vision & Mission

Structure and Governance

The vision of Terre des Hommes is a world where the 
rights set forth in the Convention on the Rights of the 
Child are implemented for all children, and in which 
children are active participants in their own development.

The mission of the Terre des Hommes organisations is to 
provide active support to children without racial, religious, 
political, cultural or gender-based discrimination, and 
generate positive change.

Over the past 50 years, Terre des Hommes has helped 
millions of children access their rights and a decent life. 
They have provided health care, education, a means of 
living, and offered protection against abuse, exploitation, 
violence and discrimination to children worldwide. 
Terre des Hommes has helped children realise their full 
potential, and it has fought to promote human rights and 
the full respect for the dignity of children.

The Terre des Hommes movement was initiated in Switzerland in 
1960 and subsequently expanded to other countries as Terre des 
Hommes groups were created worldwide. In 1966, they joined 
together to form the Terre des Hommes International Federation 
(TDHIF) which, today, is a network of national organisations 
with headquarters in Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, and Switzerland (where it 
comprises two organisations: Terre des Hommes Switzerland 
and the Terre des Hommes Foundation in Lausanne).

TDHIF is a non-profit organisation in accordance with Article 
60 and following of the Swiss Civil Code. It is governed by a 
General Assembly which is composed of all the members of 
the organisation within the network. It is the supreme organ of 
TDHIF, meets once a year, defines the global vision and policy 

of the organisation, approves its accounts and budget, and 
elects the International Board. The latter is responsible for 
the implementation of the General Assembly decisions and 
for providing direction and supervision to the International 
Secretariat.

TDHIF is managed by an International Secretariat, headed by a 
Secretary General. It is composed of a Head Office located in 
Geneva (Switzerland) and a European Office located in Brussels 
(Belgium). The International Secretariat induces collaboration 
amongst the Terre des Hommes organisations, coordinates joint 
projects and campaigns, leads representation at international 
and European levels, defends and protects the Terre des Hommes 
brand and monitors compliance with core quality standards.
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The TDHIF General Assembly 2011 unanimously adopted a Strategic Plan which sets out four main strategic objectives, to be attained 
by the end of 2015. The Strategic Plan is translated in a separate annual budget and plan of action. The four strategic objectives are:

•	 TDHIF has consolidated its basis for a common mission, identity and brand, as well as communication and quality standards.

•	 TDHIF is running an effective joint campaign and, in addition, new synergies and/or activities have started.

•	 TDHIF has gained in influence on stakeholders and on brand visibility on advocacy expertise issues.

•	 TDHIF has defined an expansion strategy as a Federation and convened a perspective for building a relevant advocacy 
platform for global child rights issues, the first phase of implementation is under way.

Six joint working groups are run by the International Secretariat to create a space for dialogue, support and 
collaboration among the Terre des Hommes organisations for:

•	 Child Safeguarding Measures
•	 Humanitarian Interventions
•	 Destination Unknown Campaign 
•	 Communication
•	 Advocacy
•	 Heads of Programme Forum

Strategic Plan (2012-2015) - Four Strategic Objectives Over Three Years

TDHIF has consultative status with the UN Economic and Social Council, UNICEF, the ILO, the IOM and the Council of Europe. It is 
registered as a recognised Civil Society Organisation engaging in policy and programme work with European Union institutions. 
It is thus in a position to act at the heart of crucial global decision-making with regard to children.

12
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Terre des Hommes works in close collaboration with communities 
which are the primary participants in their own development. It 
acts directly, or works with, 1’120 local and national civil society 
organisations. Terre des Hommes enables children to participate 
in community life and in decisions which affect them. 

Projects are scheduled for a defined period of time, and 
meet the following criteria:
• Bring about effective improvement in the life perspectives of 
children, seen as actors in their own development, and aiming to 
provide lasting solutions and structural changes.
• Be based on concepts of economic and social justice, and 
addressing the needs and rights of the underprivileged, as well 
as issues of gender balance.
• Have a multiplier effect, and developing civil society, through 
the empowerment of local communities.
• Be transparently implemented on the basis of proven 
methodology, in a cost-effective way, and subject to regular 
monitoring and evaluation.
• Search for innovation, and using project learning to improve work.
• Conform to the provisions of the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child.

Terre des Hommes operates through three main areas 
of intervention:

• The protection against exploitation and violence.
• Health for all.
• Humanitarian aid projects for children in emergencies.

Child development is a transversal axis. Terre des Hommes 
believes that the harmonious development of children is often 
hampered by their living conditions which prevent them from 
developing talents that would enable them to find their place 
in society. This is why Terre des Hommes runs projects that 
enable children to develop their potential and thus enhance their 
perspectives for the future.

To maximise its impact, project work needs to be part of an 
overall strategy that tackles problems at their root and raises 
them from a local level to a global one. Furthermore, decisions 
taken at a global level also impact children in countries where 
Terre des Hommes organisations operate. Therefore, Terre des 
Hommes runs advocacy programmes linking national, regional 
and international levels in order to influence decisions and 
practices that can improve the conditions of children and it 
supports specific programme objectives. This includes ensuring 
that the views and opinions of children are heard.

Further information on a selection of country projects and 
different examples of intervention are described in this Annual 
Report. They do not represent the whole of the Terre des 
Hommes work, but are relevant examples.

Development and Humanitarian Aid Projects

The Terre des Hommes organisations develop and implement field programmes supported by advocacy work. They 
campaign for the rights of children, mobilise political will, and lobby for appropriate government policies. They undertake 
fundraising activities to achieve their objectives.

HoW We   oPeRATe
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Child Safeguarding Measures

Added-value Alliances

Environmental Impact

Accountability Mechanisms
The Terre des Hommes organisations are accountable to 
several different bodies and entities: children for delivering 
quality work and monitoring its impact; donors for ensuring that 
funds are spent in an efficient way in accordance with human 
rights standards; and stakeholders for implementing ethical 
principles and endeavouring to provide accurate information 
and messages. Terre des Hommes organisations are legally 

registered in their own countries and abide by binding national 
codes of conduct and accountability mechanisms which 
are monitored by independent bodies. In 2013, the TDHIF 
International Secretariat adhered to the INGO Accountability 
Charter, an instrument which aims to develop quality standards 
and is monitored by a high-level panel of independent experts. 
Its first report under the Charter is due in 2015.

The special attention Terre des Hommes has on the 
implementation of Child Safeguarding Measures is to guarantee 
the maximum protection of children with whom Terre des 
Hommes and its partners come into contact and prevent all forms 
of abuse such as physical and psychological violence, neglect, 
and sexual abuse. Preventive and protective measures include 
a reporting mechanism, internal investigations and alerting legal 
authorities in the countries concerned when necessary. In 2014, 
Terre des Hommes managed 11 allegations of which 2 involved 
Terre des Hommes staff, and 6 partner staff. At the end of the 
year, 4 of the 2014 newer cases were considered closed in 
administrative terms, together with the cases of previous years. 
All cases are carefully and rigorously followed while prioritising 
the child’s best interests and well-being.

All Terre des Hommes organisations have adopted a Child 
Safeguarding Policy and are progressively implementing the child 
safeguarding standards. Organisations are at different stages of 
the implementation process and benefit from learning synergies 
within the TDHIF and with the Keeping Children Safe Network 
(www.keepingchildrensafe.org.uk). Implementation of the policy 
includes better integration of views and opinions of children, 
specific recruitment measures, risk assessments, training 
workshops and coaching for staff and those of partners.

Partnership has always been an important strategic choice for 
Terre des Hommes. It works with organisations and networks 
pursuing comparable aims to share knowledge, enhance global 
impact, and maximise the use of common resources. 

These networks include:

• The International Civil Society Center

• The Beyond 2015 Campaign

• Child Rights Connect (Member of the Executive Committee)

• The Steering Committee of the Ratify OP3 CRC - International 
Coalition for the Optional Protocol to the Convention on the 
Rights of the Child on a Communications Procedure

• The Global Call for a Study on Children deprived of Liberty

• The Keeping Children Safe Coalition

• CONCORD, the European NGO Confederation for Relief  
and Development

• The European Human Rights and Democracy Network

• The European Child Rights Action Group

• The Interagency Group on Children on the Move

• The Watchlist on Children and Armed Conflict

• The End Child Migration Detention Coalition

The Terre des Hommes environmental footprint comes from 
energy consumption (office equipment and buildings), paper 
and document management, waste management, and travel. 
The Terre des Hommes organisations monitor their consumption 
and endeavour to reduce negative impact. Documents are 
printed on recycled paper, electricity consumption is controlled, 
and electronic communication (telephone, internet and video 
conferences) and electronic document management are 
preferred. Local movement and travel are, as a rule, performed 
using public transport, whilst air travel is limited as much as 
possible and waste is systematically recycled.

Striving for Quality
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Terre des Hommes at a glance
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Terre des Hommes national offices

AfricA

Angola
Benin
Burkina faso
Burundi
cameroon
côte d'ivoire
Ethiopia
Guinea
Kenya
Madagascar
Mali
Mauritania
Morocco
Mozambique

Namibia
Senegal
South Africa
South Sudan 
Sudan
Tanzania
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
Western Sahara
Zambia
Zimbabwe

ASiA

Afghanistan
Bangladesh
Bhutan
cambodia
india
indonesia
Laos
Myanmar
Nepal
Pakistan
Philippines
Sri Lanka
Thailand
Vietnam

EUrOPE

Albania
france
Germany
Hungary 
italy
Kosovo
Moldova
romania
Switzerland 

LATiN
AMEricA

Argentina
Bolivia
Brazil 
chile
colombia
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama 
Peru

MiddLE 
EAST

Egypt
iraq
Jordan
Lebanon
State of 
Palestine 
Syrian Arab 
republic

canada, denmark, france, Germany, italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland

WHeRe We WoRk
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Project Expenditure by Geographical Area in 2014

33% Africa 20% Latin America 20% Middle East20% Asia 7% Europe

Projects per Sector of Activity

42% Child Protection

18% Emergency Relief

14% Education /
Professional Training

18% Health 2% Nutrition

1% Community Based 
Developement

4% Other1% Women's Rights
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Activities and Results by Axes 
of intervention

PRoTeCTing CHildRen FRoM exPloiTATion 
And violenCe
Terre des Hommes is actively engaged in protecting children 
from exploitation, trafficking, violence, abuse, neglect, and 
abandonment. Children with no parental protection, especially 
street children, migrant children, and orphans, are particularly 
vulnerable to these threats.

Terre des Hommes therefore supports the development of 
national child protection systems and social services. It also 
runs field projects from both prevention and rehabilitation 

perspectives. Terre des Hommes implements preventive 
measures to offer alternatives to children who are forced to 
work, or at least delay their entry into the workforce which 
reduces the risks of exploitation. Prevention work includes 
awareness workshops, reinforcing the educational system, 
creating income-generating activities, supplying family aid, and 
supporting the protective practices which already exist within 
families and communities.
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As part of Terre des Hommes (Netherlands) capacity building 
in Bangladesh, 45 Municipal committees have been trained to 
lobby and involve policy makers in the fight for children’s rights. 
When children are involved in marriages, these committees 
contact the local authorities and members of the established 
child protection structures. Together with government officials 
and community members who are close to the children, the 
commission initiates a discussion to prevent children from 
proceeding with the marriage. As a result of their training and 
their improved skills, these committees have managed to 
reduce the number of marriages.

The Bangladeshi government enacted a law to prevent child 
marriages which stipulated children must be at least 16 years 
old to marry. A Child Rights coalition - of which Terre des 
Hommes is a member - has advocated for the increase of the 
minimum age to 18 years for girls and 21 for boys. Efforts were 
rewarded and the policy has been changed.

Bangladesh: Reducing the Number of Child Marriage

Terre des Hommes also provides assistance and care to those for 
whom prevention has failed. It offers support and education to 
exploited children and assists them in their reintegration process. 
Regarding sexual abuse, Terre des Hommes runs projects to 
offer support to child victims by giving them a second chance 
in life, inter alia, through training, psychosocial support and 
educational activities. Terre des Hommes also supports local 
initiatives which administer medical and psychosocial support.

Terre des Hommes aims to influence relevant national and 
international decision-making to protect children from all forms 
of exploitation and violence, and conducts research to identify 
and share good practices in the best interests of the child.

Finally, Terre des Hommes endeavours to raise awareness 
among the public at large regarding child exploitation and 
violence. For example it organises a participative annual action 
day aimed to draw attention to the difficult situation of street 
children worldwide.

Philippines: The Sweetie Project 

The “Sweetie” campaign, led by Terre des Hommes (Netherlands) using a virtual girl figure called Sweetie, aimed to draw 
attention to the growing problem of online child sexual abuse. This campaign was particularly successful in 2014. The topic 
was covered worldwide by a wide range of different media. The research related to Sweetie even brought about some 
arrests and a conviction. More importantly, however, is the awareness raised among politicians and authorities worldwide 
and the measures they are preparing to combat this perverse kind of child exploitation. 

Concrete results include: 
- In the Cebu region of the Philippines, the Provincial “Anti- child sex tourism in the province of Cebu"- regulation was 
adopted which makes child sex tourism and other acts with children punishable.
- In the same province, a Provincial regulation was adopted declaring the first week of October as the "Week of Anti-Child 
sex tourism in Cebu” to increase awareness of this problem.

As a result of the “Sweetie” campaign, Terre des Hommes is an acknowledged authority on the issue of Online Sexual Child 
Abuse in Asia and particularly in the Philippines.
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In the Carabayllo district of the capital, Lima, a high percentage 
of children work. Terre des Hommes (Netherlands) supports 
the NGO CESIP to advocate for policy changes in municipality, 
which, in fact, has placed the struggle against child labour on 
the political agenda as a high priority. This lobby work has also 
made the local sub-municipalities more aware of child labour. 

One concrete result is the adoption of a regulation to set up 
a municipal program against child labour. The municipality is 
supported through capacity building and also advises on the 
development and implementation of the program.

South Africa has a very high rate of violence against women. 
One third of young women in South Africa are raped before they 
turn 18. In over 60% of these cases, the victims are somehow 
related to their rapists. Terre des Hommes (Switzerland) supports 
LifeLine an organisation which opened its doors in 2013 in the 
Umzinkhulu municipality in the province of KwaZulu-Natal, and 
has seen countless victims who previously would have had no 
one to turn to, address it for help. Before LifeLine, there was no 
qualified personnel in the local hospitals to take care of these 

highly traumatised women: nobody was checking them for HIV 
infections; nobody told the victims what their rights were or 
helped them report their case to the police; and nobody was 
actively educating the public to reduce the number of sexual 
assaults.

In 2014 LifeLine provided professional support to more than 800 
girls and women, while over 15'000 people took part in events 
to raise awareness.

Peru: Policy Changes to Stop Child Labour

South Africa: Combating Sexual Violence

Since June 2014, Terre des Hommes (France) has collaborated 
with “Taller Abierto” (Centro de Promócion Integral para la 
Mujer y la Familia), a Colombian organisation which provides 
assistance to women and families. The project is located in 
Buenaventura, in the region of Valle del Cauca, where women 
are particularly vulnerable to discrimination and violence.

Taller Abierto has provided assistance to hundreds of women. 
Over 65 women received training on the laws and mechanisms 
that exist in Colombia to help them fight the violence they 
are subjected to. They then themselves became “promoters”, 
carrying out prevention work in their community and taking 
care of the victims of abuses.

They also organized community meetings with other women 
to share their knowledge and experience. The Taller Abierto 
team provided legal assistance to 25 victims of sexual abuse, 

domestic violence, or direct threats. Actions have also been 
implemented in the city of Buenaventura itself to protect 
women from violence and abuse: these include the creation of 
a reception centre for victims and training sessions for public 
officials. Seven months after the start of the project, significant 
changes are already being observed. Woman who received 
assistance are empowered because they know their rights and 
they can help other women in their community. Taller Abrierto 
is also working to prevent violence against children and 
adolescents in the same area, and promoting their participation 
in non-violent action.

Colombia: Fighting Violence Against Women and Children
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“At 12 Years, a Slave“ 

On International Day against Child Labour (12 June), Terre des Hommes organisations 
publish a yearly report on exploitative forms of child labour. The 2014 report “At 12 
Years, a Slave - Children in Forced Labour” looks into root causes and informs on 
contemporary forms of slavery and forced labour in formal and informal economy. 
Recommendations to politicians, business and civil society have been shared in 
several countries with Members of Parliament and retailers sourcing in supply 
chains with a high incidence on child labour.



HeAlTH FoR All
Terre des Hommes runs projects which offer preventive and 
curative health care, targeting mothers and children and 
helping them to benefit from their right to medical care, food and 
hygiene in a sustainable manner. Terre des Hommes has set up 
specialised health care centres to treat illnesses such as cholera 
and cardiac diseases. A major objective is to ensure that remote 
populations also have access to care.

Terre des Hommes also runs educational programmes to 
promote safe hygiene and other preventative measures. It 
advises and assists pregnant women, mothers of newborn 
infants, and mothers of malnourished children. It ensures they 
are cared for in paediatric wards when necessary and also 
encourages breastfeeding. 

Terre des Hommes remains highly engaged in supporting HIV/
AIDS victims. Direct help to infected children is provided through 
care-access implementation programmes and medical centres. 
In addition, programmes are run to avoid social exclusion and 

provide psychosocial support to victims and their relatives. For 
children affected by the disease, projects focus on providing 
psychosocial support, and material help to orphans. Terre des 
Hommes also works to prevent infection and minimize prejudice. 

Terre des Hommes also brought contribution in response to 
the largest Ebola outbreak in history. Building on operational 
activities in Ebola stricken Guinea and in the neighbouring 
countries, it aligns field operations and high level advocacy to 
rebuild strong local health systems, build trust with communities 
and put children in the public health dialogue. 

Terre des Hommes is committed to food sovereignty and 
to the right to healthy and sustainable food. Trainings are 
given to farming communities to support them and to improve 
their agricultural production. Terre des Hommes helps small 
producers access mirco-financing to buy seeds and equipment. 
It also raises awareness among children and youth and teaches 
them sustainable production techniques. 
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For nearly 20 years now, Terre des Hommes midwives 
(Foundation, Lausanne) have been waging a daily battle in 
Afghanistan, a country where giving birth is only too often 
synonymous with death. Thirty midwives organise home visits 
for mothers and their infants in the most vulnerable areas to 
identify pregnant women, monitor them throughout their 
pregnancy, and accompany them during and after childbirth. The 
midwives also discuss childbirth with the husband and family in 
an attempt to persuade them to go to a health centre for the 
delivery. They provide advice and offer kits which improve the 
hygiene conditions for home deliveries.

So far, the approach adopted by the Terre des Hommes project 
has shown encouraging results. A survey showed that the 
mortality rate among mothers and infants who were project 
beneficiaries was reduced by 90%. In 2014, the project benefited 
nearly 10’000 mothers and their infants.

Afghanistan: For the Survival of Newborns

Afghanistan: Ages 57, She Has Delivered 50’000 Children 

In an impoverished area of Afghanistan, families are somewhat reluctant to have their women give birth in a 
health facility where birth complications can be handled expertly and lives can be saved. “I encourage them to 
go to the clinic. I talk to their husbands. I tell them about the risk of pregnancy! but they refuse”, says midwife 
Naseema. So she goes to the women, educates them on nutrition, the danger signs of pregnancy, the ways to 
care for a newborn, and breastfeeding. 

At 57, Naseema has been a nurse-midwife for close to 30 years. She says she has delivered as many as 50’000 
babies. Over the past three decades, she has seen more and more women choose to give birth in a hospital or 
health clinic, a shift she attributes to education and the end of the hardline religious rule of the Taliban. “Before I 
had 60 deliveries a month. Now I have 20 deliveries at home. That’s a big difference”, she says.
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In the central dry Zone of Myanmar, Terre des Hommes (Italy) 
is running the Soilless horticulture and other water-saving 
innovative technologies for landless and marginal farmers 
project, the aim of which is to introduce 45 remote villages to 
simplified hydroponic horticulture and other innovative water 
saving technologies. Landless people and marginal farmers 
are piloting these and the results are promising. In one village 
alone, 27 hydroponic greenhouses have sprouted up, providing 
nutritious vegetables for home consumption and sale purposes.

The simplified hydroponic systems use locally available 
materials: one litre plastic bottles (a village clean-up is arranged 

first to collect these from rubbish piles) that are placed in line 
on a 24 degree slope to allow dripping nutrient solution to pass 
down from one bottle to the next. The solution is gathered at the 
base of the structure and reintroduced once again at the top, 
allowing savings in water and solution. The ‘soil’ is carbonized 
rice husk, and local wood is used to form the structure. At the 
outset, the project provides good seeds, and encourages the use 
of local variety seeds and seed germination for sustainability.

A new operating theatre was built for the paediatric hospital 
of Abomey, Benin. This project is the result of surgical missions 
organized by Terre des Hommes (Foundation, Lausanne) during 
the 25 years of collaboration with the University Hospital 
of Lausanne (CHUV). “It will allow for operations in optimal 
conditions”, said Professor Judith Hohlfeld, Head of Paediatric 
Surgery at CHUV and the instigator of this project.

This operating theatre will also enable more on-site operations 
and reduce the number of medical evacuations for children 
born with malformations. This project also aims to promote 
the transfer of skills. For example, a doctor from Benin is 
currently training at the CHUV for a year. The paediatric hospital 
in Abomey could therefore soon become a leading centre for 
paediatric and reproductive surgery in the region.

The Mahubo community, 45 kilometres from Mozambique’s 
capital Maputo, has witnessed development: a new bakery run 
by the community which uses locally produced grain; children 
attend school and enjoy education and healthy food from 14 
kitchen gardens, all the inhabitants have sufficient clean water to 
drink; 32 severely undernourished children have recovered; and 
the citizens meet regularly to discuss next steps and join hands. 
There were two keys issues to the Mahubo development: access 
to clean water and creating a sense of community. The area faces 
extremely hot temperatures and the villagers did not know each 
other as they were resettled from different parts of the country. 
A vicious cycle started: men migrated to find paid work in South 
Africa and the remaining women used the last trees to produce 
charcoal, which lead to soil erosion and hunger.

Terre des Hommes (Germany) partners asked people to join 
hands and build water tanks. 14 huge ferrocement tanks were 
built and, for the first time, there was enough clean drinking 
water for everybody. The Mahubo people decided to pursue using 
permaculture – a concept to create sustainable recycles. Today 
Mahubo is much greener neighbours know each other, there are 
even perspectives for the youth: young men and women trained 
to work as bakers and masons. This project was implemented 
thanks to funding from the German Ministry of Development/BMZ.

Myanmar: Healthy and Sustainable Food

Benin: 59 Children Operated in the New Paediatric Surgical Facility

Mozambique: Food Security Through a Healthy Environment

Senegal: The Patient Who Became a Doctor 

Dr. Tall still bears the effects of the polio that afflicted her during her childhood. But thanks to her 
determination and the support of Terre des Hommes (Foundation, Lausanne), she managed to overcome 
this obstacle in the most remarkable way. Terre des Hommes cared for her 35 years ago. Her mobility was 
improved by a brace. Once strengthened by her renewed independence and confidence, she pursued her 
studies and obtained her Doctorate in medicine in 2004.

Since then, she has specialized in neurology as well as physical and rehabilitation medicine.

“I lead my life as a doctor with many projects and ambitions aiming to promote independence for people 
living with disabilities”, writes Dr. Tall. For the last ten years, she has been working in a rehabilitation centre 
for children with motor disabilities.
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CHildRen in eMeRgenCies: ACTing FoR THe 
long-TeRM

24

In 2014, Terre des Hommes worked in an emergency (and post-
emergency) context in 15 countries amounting to about 18% 
of total operations. It also worked to extend improved support 
to children in areas such as health care, livelihood, water and 
sanitation, and protection against exploitation and trafficking. 
After Typhoon Haiyan, a new model of increased cooperation 
was developed by several Terre des Hommes organisations.

Humanitarian aid projects are carried out to initiate recovery at 
an early stage. Terre des Hommes strives to maintain a steady 
presence for children living in protracted crisis and works with 
communities towards the progressive reorganisation of the 
social environment. 

Terre des Hommes is actively engaged in psychosocial care for 
children who are victims of natural disasters and conflicts and 
helps them to overcome their trauma through a pedagogical 

approach based on play, sport and artistic activities. Terre 
des Hommes also offers alternative education programmes in 
places where the school system is unstable or inadequate.

Terre des Hommes organisations are also keen to work with 
other humanitarian actors to ensure complementarity in the 
delivery of emergency relief operations. 

TDHIF collaborates with the UN Office for the Coordination 
of Humanitarian Affairs as part of the international Cluster 
Approach,2 designed to strengthen the overall response 
capacity of humanitarian actors, as well as their effectiveness. 
At the European level, several Terre des Hommes organisations 
are ECHO partners.

How it happens

2. Particularly through the Protection Cluster and the Early Recovery Cluster
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Children are affected by armed conflict in many different 
ways:

• Killing and maiming of children;

• Recruitment or use of children as soldiers;

• Sexual violence against children;

• Attacks against schools or hospitals;

• Denial of humanitarian access for children;

• Abduction of children.

Children in the Indian States of Assam and Manipur are 
severely affected by armed conflict between ethnic groups 
and state security forces. Boys and girls are used as soldiers 
and spies, arbitrarily arrested and raped by all conflict parties. 
Terre des Hommes (Germany) and its partner, the Indian NGO 
NERSWIN made the situation public in India and internationally 
by conducting and publishing the study: “Impact of Conflict on 
Children in Assam and Manipur States of India”.

Terre des Hommes also demands action from European 
governments: India is one of the countries that receive the 
largest number of arms from Germany and other European 
countries. As long as serious human rights violations and armed 
conflicts continue, there should be a ban on the exportation 
of arms to India, following the binding EU common position on 
arms exports.

The need to stop the exportation of arms to conflict regions, 
especially those where children are used as soldiers, was 
the main message of activities around Red Hand Day, the 
international day that campaigns to stop the use of children as 
soldiers. Partners and activists of Terre des Hommes performed 
red hand activities in Colombia, the Philippines, Pakistan, India 
and Germany, and more were carried out in several countries 
worldwide (see www.redhandday.org), including a red hand 
activity with more than 100 parliamentarians in the German 
Bundestag.

The Red Hand Day: To Stop the Use of Child Soldiers

“Music won’t stop a bullet or protect a child from feeling hungry but it can 
inspire.” Syrian composer and clarinettist Kinan Azmeh played his music for 
Syrian refugees and host communities in Jordan. He is convinced that music 
can improve a person’s situation or heal a soul.

On a recent trip to Jordan, Kinan Azmeh, singer Dima Orsho and accordion 
player Manfred Leuchter met with the Syrian children, beneficiaries of Terre 
des Hommes project (Foundation Lausanne and Germany). Musicians went to 
a child-friendly space where Terre des Hommes offers recreational activities 
and psychological support to refugees in the northern communities, next to the 
Syrian border.

Singing and playing music with children for three days was fun to children and musicians. Even a small flute 
orchestra was formed. People from the centre and the host communities along with Terre des Hommes staff 
underlined how much the music benefited the children and thanked for the visit. But for the clarinettist too:  
“Being part of the community was very inspiring and absolutely rewarding, not only as a human being but also   
as an artist.”

Jordan: Music to Heal Souls 



Terre des Hommes (Italy) has been providing Child Protection 
services to Syrian children refugees (mainly from Kobane) in 
Basirma Camp, Northern Iraq, since April 2014. In June, a Child 
Friendly Space was set up to enable the "Psychosocial Support 
and Raising Community Awareness Campaigns"  activities to 
take place. Nowadays, around 700 children are attending these 
activities regularly. A team of three social workers and one 
psychologist identifies and follows up with the most vulnerable 
cases inside the CFS and coordinates home visits to their 
families when needed. Children with disabilities are included 
in the activities whenever possible. The most successful 
undertaking was the Digital Storytelling Workshop which 
involves helping children aged between 11 and 15 to create 
stories and represent them with pictures and drawings which 
are then elaborated into a digital video- story using Ipads. The 
team also provides legal counselling to families with regard to 
child protection. Moreover, it conducted the first Polio campaign 
in Basirma Camp.

When winter was setting in, Terre des Hommes (Foundation, 
Lausanne) dispatched a team to northern Iraq to bring 
emergency aid to the hundreds of thousands of fleeing 
families who had to leave their homes in haste and are now 
living in makeshift shelters, in dire conditions, looking after 
their children whose most basic needs they cannot meet. To 
help these people get through the winter months, Terre des 
Hommes distributed “winter kits” to 800 families in northern 
Iraq. A winter kit includes a heating system, kerosene, jerrycans 
and blankets.

Once in Zakho, families took refuge in some unfinished buildings 
on the outskirts of the town. Today, whole families are housed 
in rooms no larger than 20 square metres. There is a desperate 
need for warm clothes for the children, basic hygiene equipment 
and, for those living in unfinished buildings, plastic sheeting for 
protection from the rain and cold.

Iraq: Providing Relief to the Displaced

Philippines: Charleston Recalls His Night of Terror, “The Waves Struck Our House” 

Charleston, 14 years old, tells the story of the night when typhoon Haiyan, known as Yolanda in the 
Philippines, swept through his village. This was on the night of 8 November 2013. 14 million people were 
affected by Haiyan, 5.9 million of whom are children.

“We took shelter in our house, certain that the storm would not reach us. I did not know what a tidal wave 
was. We were trapped when the water level rose. Along with my mother, we just had time to climb onto the 
roof before the waves struck our house. When the water subsided, we went to see my grandmother, uncle 
and cousin who remained below. Luckily, they were only slightly hurt.”

It is through this picture and letter that the young Charleston tells his teacher how he survived typhoon 
Haiyan.
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2015 is a decisive year for children worldwide. In 2014, 
governments came together at the United Nations with 
more intensity to agree on a way toward a more egalitarian, 
prosperous, and sustainable future. Terre des Hommes 
contributed to the negotiations – which are still underway - 
at global and national levels with a focus on violence against 
children, environmental rights, migration and development. 

The huge collective engagement of governments, multi-lateral 
agencies, civil society gives reason to hope that 2015 will also go 
down in history as the year when the international community 
joined in decisive action to create a world where children are 
finally free from violence and exploitation and where sustainable 
development will preserve the next generations.

The Post 2015 Agenda

AdvoCATing FoR globAl CHAnge 
How it happensIn a globalised world, Terre des Hommes advocates for the 
implementation of children’s rights from a local to a global level 
and aims to ensure that international decisions affecting children 
are rooted in field reality. Terre des Hommes also brings the views 
and opinions of children into these forums. It works with UN 
agencies in order to improve the standards of children’s rights, 
put them firmly on the international agenda and build ground for 
their implementation.

Terre des Hommes collaborates with the UN Special Procedures 
and Representatives whose mandates relate to the protection of 
children. It provides them with relevant information and supports 
their country visits by helping to establish contacts with civil 
society. Terre des Hommes supports the work of the Committee 

on the Rights of the Child which monitors the implementation of 
the Convention on the Rights of the Child in areas such as the 
rights of children on the move or children’s rights to a healthy 
environment. On 20 November, it co-organised, together with 
UNICEF and Child Rights Connect, an event to celebrate 20 years 
of achievement of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and 
to mobilise stakeholders for the challenges that lie ahead.

Terre des Hommes has set its global advocacy targets as 
complementary to its field work; these include child labour, 
children in mega sporting events, Universal Health Coverage, 
child protection in different settings, the Post-2015 Agenda, the 
Optional Protocol on a Communication Procedure, the right of 
the child to a healthy environment, and juvenile justice.
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On 14 April 2014, the third Optional Protocol to the Convention 
on the Rights of the Child (OP3CRC) became a reality which 
gives children, and their representatives, the ability to appeal to 
the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (provided that their 
State has accepted the procedure) if they cannot secure justice 
in their own country.

Ratify OP3 CRC - International Coalition has largely contributed 
to this achievement. It is a coalition of international, regional and 
national non-governmental organisations which is committed to 
achieving rapid ratification and implementation of the Optional 
Protocol. It was officially launched on 20 June 2012 and is guided 
by a Steering Committee, of which Terre des Hommes is a member.

The Optional Protocol on a Communications Procedure

World Congress on Juvenile Justice 

The World Congress on Juvenile Justice (26-30 January 2015), which was jointly 
organized by the Swiss government and Terre des Hommes (Foundation, Lausanne) 
gathered more than 900 delegates from over 90 states and from civil society in Geneva, 
Switzerland. The meeting encouraged national and international stakeholders to work 
together to improve responses to the issue of children in conflict with the law, as well 
as child victims and witnesses. 

Although juvenile justice is regulated by a sizeable number of international instruments, 
in practice, their implementation is often insufficient. The World Congress therefore 
served as a forum for dialogue which enabled the exchange of good practices in legal 
and reinsertion procedures for youth in conflict with the law. 
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Private actors, including transnational companies, have a crucial 
part to play in the fight for the right to a decent life. Therefore, 
since 2013, Terre des Hommes (France) has paid particular 
attention to corporate social responsibility and the promotion 
of economic, social and cultural rights.

The association contributes both to the activities and actions 
led within the citizens’ forum for corporate social responsibility 
(FCRSE). The latter advocates for European and international 

public authorities, such as the “Collectif éthique sur l’étiquette”, 
which concentrates on citizen mobilization campaigns. For 
instance, Terre des Hommes participated, within the FCRSE's 
framework, in advocacy for the adoption of a bill on the duty 
of due diligence for companies. Terre des Hommes France has 
also been working within the “Collectif éthique sur l’étiquette” 
on the launch and monitoring of the campaign #Soldées to 
obtain decent wages for workers in the textile industry.

In 2014, Terre des Hommes took part in various consultations 
with the European Institutions to try and advance the EU child 
rights agenda. It provided expertise and recommendation 
to the European Commission services and to the European 
External Action Service with respect to policy and programming 
development such as the EU Human Rights Action Plan that will 
guide the EU external programs on Human Rights in the world 
and its related funding program (EIDHR). Terre des Hommes 
succeeded in including a new reference to the issue of “children 
on the move” as a focus group of children in the new European 
Initiative for Democracy and Human Rights funding program. It 
kept on demanding the development of the EU Agenda on the 
Rights of the Child and an EU Action Plan on unaccompanied 
minors, which both arrived at an end in 2014.

Last but not least, Terre des Hommes promoted the 
establishment of a brand new EU Strategy on Fundamental 
Rights in Europe that would include a strong chapter on a 
common child protection system in Europe with a specific call 
to protect children moving within Europe. Terre des Hommes 
policy work at EU level is run both through the European NGO 
Networks and through direct advocacy work with targeted 
EU institutions. CONCORD (European NGO Confederation for 
Development and Relief), HRDN (Human Rights and Democracy 
Network) and CRAG (Child Rights Action Group) are the three 
main networks through which Terre des Hommes contribute 
to shape an EU Child Rights Agenda and Human Rights-Based 
Approaches to Development.

Corporate Social Responsibility

Advocating for Children's Rights in the EU



Terre des Hommes in the news

@ChildrenWin

@TerredesHommes

Children Win

FOLLOW US ON

Violations of children’s rights often occur behind closed doors 
or in a context of general indifference. The media plays a key 
role in alerting of abuse. The communication work of Terre des 
Hommes informs about child rights violations around the world 
and also familiarises public opinion with best practices which 
offer adequate care and protection to children3.  

In 2014, Terre des Hommes circulated press releases 
concerning, inter alia, child rights treaties, protection against 
exploitation and violence, children on the move, mega sporting 
events, and EU elections campaigns. These can be viewed at: 
www.terredeshommes.org.

The Terre des Hommes website displays information and 
research on a number of aspects of children’s lives, as well as 
information on the activities and events put together by the 
Terre des Hommes organisations. It was completely renewed in 
2013 and received 186’122 visitors in 2014. 

Terre des Hommes also runs the www.destination-unknown.
org website, which is specifically focused on the protection 
of children on the move, and offers the most complete set of 
information and advice regarding this issue. It received 7'489 
visitors in 2014. A new website www.childrenwin.org is 
online since June 2014. It presents material featuring views and 
opinions of children linked to mega sporting events.

The Terre des Hommes organisations publish information 
about their projects, research and positions. In 2014, more 
than 5’000 articles and interviews were released in the 
European media regarding the activities and goals of Terre des 
Hommes. The Terre des Hommes organisation websites have 
an interactive structure, user-friendly features, and promote 
experience regarding situations of children through useful data 
and examples of projects. These can be viewed through the 
homepage of www.terredeshommes.org.

293.  TDHIF adheres to the UNICEF Principles for Ethical Reporting on Children.



Terre des Hommes in Figures
The Terre des Hommes global income comprises the income of the member organisations; the breakdown of figures can be found in 
their Annual Reports. On average, more than 81% of the global income goes directly into programme work, and administration costs 
are kept to a minimum.

Terre des Hommes wishes to express its profound gratitude to all its donors and supporters for their ongoing and demonstrable 
commitment to raising standards for children, and to making the changes necessary for a better world.

Terre des Hommes is extremely grateful to the Oak Foundation for its long-standing partnership in favour of protecting children 
on the move and children in mega sporting events. The sustained financial support of the Oak Foundation has enabled innovative 
projects to be devised and implemented, and lessons to be learned. This has, in turn, developed the relevance and quality of 
interventions, and enabled the running of the “Destination Unknown” and “Children Win” campaigns.

30 4. Converted at the average annual rate for 2014
5. Converted at the average annual rate for 2014
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2014
2013)

2014 2013

Other resources

Bank interest and gain on exchange

Children Win Grant (Annex 2 and Note 5)
OAK Grant V (Annex 1 and Note 4)

Special Grants

384,247.73

38’286.65

108.20

422’642.58

-

46’672.70

391’294.55

2’550.00

-

314.20

4’161.60

4.037.31

532.70

1’855.34

3’550.00

18’246.07

1’319.35

7’764.72

364.10

22’875.00

14’071.72

3’294.40

10’417.25

7’721.62

494’369.93

675’270.15

675’270.15

1’169’640.08

12’664.09

268’773.96

2’007.87

10’260.41

477.28

2’786.60

8’900.56

214.94

-

1’467.50

4’780.70

3’403.00

308.55

766.03

12’251.25

-

-

-

308.13

316’706.79

54’113.75

54’113.75

370’820.54

22’614.21

660’068.51

4’557.87

10’260.41

791.48

6’948.20

12’937.87

747.64

1’855.34

5’017.50

23’026.77

4’722.35

8’073.27

1’130.13

35’126.25

14’071.72

3’294.40

10’417.25

8’029.75

811’076.72

729’383.91

729’383.91

1’540’460.63

35’278.30

517’690.29

3’613.99

10’245.89

778.92

7’169.83

5’689.99

747.75

-

3’550.00

21’135.34

18’715.77

8.047.09

810.55

27.954.74

4’536.07

2’064.65

9’395.00

5’129.32

647.275.20

290’362.58

290’362.58

937’637.79

1’539.06

106’650.49
606’338.41

-

759’661.59

1’182’304.17

245’501.14

786.50

12.97

246’300.61

-

46’993.95
33’938.26
53’979.84
12’222.09

147’134.15

393’434.75

629’748.87

39’073.15

121.17

668’943.19

-

93’666.65
140’588.75
660’318.25
12’222.09

906’795.74

1’575’738.93

535’616.87

-

2’240.12

537’856.99

20’018.40

371’333.35
-
-

9’968.10

401’319.85

939’176.84



ANNEX 1

OAK GRANT V PROJECT    
(1.08.2014 - 31.12.2014)

EXPENSES
Core costs
Cost of personal 
Project costs
Consultants and other contracted services
Travel expenses, meeting and conferences
Other direct costs
Equipment and capital expenditure
Indirect overhead
Miscellaneous and bank charges

TOTAL EXPENSES

Received from the OAK Foundation

Balance brought forward to 2015

 

CHF
66'134
66'134 
74'455

-
-

74'405
-
-

50

140'589

540'000

399'411

ANNEX 2

CHILDREN WIN PROJECT - OAK Foundation  
(1.01.2014 - 31.12.2014)

EXPENSES
Core costs
Cost of personal 
Project costs
Consultants and other contracted services
Travel expenses, meetings and conferences
Other direct costs
Equipment and capital expenditure
Indirect overhead
Miscellaneous and bank charges

TOTAL EXPENSES

Received from the OAK Foundation

Balance brought forward to 2015

CHF
200'228
200'228 
460'130
304'226

40'841
80'524
2'500

30'000
2'039

660'358

920'302

259'944
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NOTES ON THE 2014 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Note 1: Accounts of the Brussels Office
The accounts of the Brussels Office are kept in EURO as basic currency. These accounts have been converted 
into Swiss Francs at the official exchange rate at the end of 2014: EURO 1 = CHF 1.21 (1.2255 at the end of 
2013). The necessary adjustments to this official exchange rate have been taken into consideration in the 
presentation of the consolidated accounts of the Terre des Hommes International Federation.

Note 2: Reserves
The reserve of EUR 8'726.20 made at the Brussels office to cover the communication costs in the framework 
of the OAK Grant IV in 2014 was used as planned.

Note 3: Specific activity "OAK GRANT IV"
The balance of the OAK Grant IV at the 1st January 2014 (CHF 93'666.65) which had been received to support 
the TDH "Destination Unknown Campaign" was completely spent in 2014.

Note 4: Specific activity "OAK GRANT V"
In continuation of the above grant, the OAK Grant V was received from the OAK Foundation for the period 
August 2014 to July 2017 for activities linked to the TDH "Destination Unknown Campaign", The Grant is also 
managed by the TDH International Federation, specific accountings were made and a separate bank account 
was open. The detailed statement in Annex 1 shows the expenses made in 2014.

Note 5: Specific activity CHILDREN WIN
In 2014 a new TDH project was carried out on the "Effects on Children of Major Sporting Events", called the 
"Children Win" project. It was financed by the OAK Foundation for the period of January 2014 to December 
2014 (with a no cost extension to March 2015), and the TDH International Federation was mandated to manage 
this grant. A separate bank account was open. The detailed statement in Annex 2 shows the income and the 
expenditure in 2014, as well as the balance available as at 31.12.2014 for this project. 

Note 6: Funds for special activities
In the framework of the current special activities carried out, the balances available as at 31.12.2014 are the 
following: 

- The OAK GRANT V Destination Unknown Campaign  CHF 399'411.25 (Annex 1)
- Children Win project    CHF 259'984.05 (Annex 2)
  TOTAL     CHF 659'395.30

Note 7: Accrued expenses
They concern charges due in 2014 and paid in 2015 (mainly social charges for the month of December 2014). 



Terre des Hommes  
international Federation Members

international board 
and international secretariat
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